Welcome to the University of Toledo’s Health Science Campus

To save some time and frustration in finding a parking space, please consider parking in the lots below and utilizing the HSC Tunnel System (Map shown on back).

Lot 46

- Go to Dana Center elevator and take it to Basement Floor
- Follow signs to Dowling Hall unless there is a directional sign for your building.
- From Dowling you can reach your building by following the directional signs in the hallways.

Lot 44

- Take the pedestrian bridge to Mulford Library
- Once in Mulford Library follow the directional signs in the hallways to your building destination.

Helpful Facts and Tips about Parking

- Please make sure to allot plenty of time to walk to your destinations.
- Lots 40, 41 and 48 are for Patient/Visitor parking. Other parking areas have areas for Patient/Visitors parking marked by signs on the light posts.
- Lot 42 - Employee parking only
- Lot 42A - Special sticker needed for this parking lot.
- If there are questions about parking please view the parking rules and regulations at parkingenforcement.utoledo.edu
- If you do receive a ticket, appeals can be submitted online at http://www.utoledo.edu/parking/parkingenforcement/ticketappeals.html

Numbers to Know
- Police Support Services (Parking Enforcement) 419-530-4100
- Police Dispatch x2600
- Code Blue Phones are a direct link to Police Dispatch
- Parking Permits 419-530-5843